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FICTION

MARTI N AMAN S HAU S E R
The Caribbean cruise gets off to a seamless
start – it’s a big floating city of absolute
boredom. That is until Fred – a ludicrously
loyal family man – bumps into his exgirlfriend, and the high-tech giant of the sea
falls victim to a gang of avaricious pirates.
Martin Amanshauser
Der Fisch in der
Streichholzschachtel
The Fish in the Matchbox

Fred (39, overworked and weighed down by money worries) embarks on a long overdue
family holiday: a Caribbean cruise with his wife Tamara (40, well-off but neglected by
her husband) and the children Malvi (15, a ticking teenage hormone-bomb), and Tom
(a 10-year old glutton). Fred’s main worry is that the ship’s kitchen doesn’t stock his
favourite brand of muesli—or it was, until he stumbles on his ex-girlfriend Amelie —of all
people!—on deck.

© Martin Amanshauser

When the ship is hit by a hurricane and badly damaged, it is not just Fred’s peace of mind
that flies out the porthole. All contact with the outside world is cut off when a boatload
of very idiosyncratic pirates obviously not of this world turn up and take over the liner.
Pepper mills and toilet paper are their idea of treasure, and they panic when confronted
with automatic doors, cellphones or technical equipment of any kind. What the hell is
going on here?

A delightful story from a world full of miracles.
»Martin Amanshauser has a brilliant sense of humour, great talent and a singular attitude.
Reading him is sheer delight.« Daniel Kehlmann

»A subtle and subversive satire.«

Deuticke Verlag
Novel. 576 pages.
Hardcover
Publication date:
July 2015

Martin Amanshauser
was born in 1968 in Salzburg and lives in Vienna
and Berlin. An author,
Portuguese translator and
travel journalist, he writes
for the Süddeutsche Zeitung amongst others and
has a regular travel column
in the Viennese daily Die
Presse. Deuticke published
his novels Im Magen einer
kranken Hyäne (1997), NIL
(2001), Chicken Christl
(2004) and Alles klappt nie
in 2005 his novels, his most
recent publication is Falsch
Reisen (2014).

Ö1, Leporello

»Satire, family saga, romance and fantastic adventure all wrapped in one! Amanshauser
interweaves a variety of styles, yet succeeds in creating a compact and wonderfully entertaining novel.
Holiday reading at its best!« Christoph Hartner, Kronenzeitung

»Highly amusing.«
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Saskia Stöcker, Freundin
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FICTION

JAC KI E THOMAE
Presumably it actually exists, that magical moment
that marks the start of true love. But that’s not what
this book is about. Instead, it’s a story about people
falling out of love, people for whom love flies out
the window when they suddenly realise they no
longer want their partner – or find themselves no
longer wanted. A Moment of Clarity is a refreshingly upfront yet surprisingly heartening novel about
people who find themselves deserted by happiness
– but nevertheless refuse to stop believing in it.
Jackie Thomae
Momente der Klarheit
A Moment of Clarity

Engelhardt plucks up courage leaves the party by taking a running jump through a firstfloor window. His best friend Maren has stopped drinking and is now claiming some kind
of spurious moral high ground leaving Clemens, her ex-lover, feeling somewhat deflated
– until he finds himself enjoying some spectacular sex to make up for it. Meanwhile Bender, at whose wedding they all meet, quickly settles his affairs before vanishing into thin
air, presumably forever. What they all have in common is that they are restive despite
ostensibly doing quite well. And in a moment of clarity they see their love affairs for what
they really are. Yesterday’s news.

© Urban Zintel

Jackie Thomae’s debut novel is as tough as life itself – and just as funny. An unromantic
comedy about the all-too human yearning pumping beneath the veneer of urban sophistication.

288 pages. Hardcover
Publication date:
July 2015

Jackie Thomae
was born in Halle an der
Saale in 1972 and now lives
in Berlin, where she works
as a journalist and television scriptwriter. She wrote
the bestseller Eine Frau.
Ein Buch (2008) in collaboration with Heike Blümer.
Momente der Klarheit is her
first solo novel.

»There aren’t many books that make you want to bookmark sentences because of the clever humour, painful truths and
trenchant observations they contain; Jackie Thomae’s debut novel Momente der Klarheit is certainly one of them.«

Brigitte

»The author’s instinctive flair for wit and timing is simply remarkable.« taz. Am Wochenende
»This book carries the sting of authenticity couched in a gourmet menu of linguistic delicacies.«

Tough, funny, sad and all too realistic: an unromantic comedy
about love in our times – and people who lose it.

Cosmopolitan

»An exceptional debut offering and a remarkable stylistic triumph (…) Free of all illusion, sparkling with wit,
strewn with excellent punchlines.«

Brigitte Woman

»A book about separation, full of sentences you can’t help but fall in love with.«

Spiegel Online

»A soberingly funny, unsentimentally sad, incisively clairvoyant and entirely felicitous book populated by
moder characters in scenes that are so captivating, laconic and funny that one is tempted to declare Jackie Thomae’s
Momente der Klarheit the best book of the summer. Once you start reading it, you never want it to end.« Hamburger Abendblatt
»A scarily apt, incisive and awfully well-written novel that also happens to be hugely entertaining.«
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NORA BOS SONG
Is it possible to save an entire country and
fall hopelessly in love at the same time? Is it
feasible that a man who spent his life indiscriminately chasing anything in a skirt can end up
falling hopelessly for the temptations of
a signora in a ridiculous poncho...?
Nora Bossong
36.9°

Anton Stöver’s marriage has failed, affairs and one-night stands are a thing of the past,
and his research has come to a dead end. Now he’s travelling from Göttingen to Rome to
look for the missing notebook of legendary Italian communist Antonio Gramsci. While
assiduously digging into the past, he meets a young woman and falls hopelessly in love
with her …

© Peter-Andreas Hassiepen

Stöver discovers that Gramsci, fragile and ill, checked himself into a sanatorium in the
Soviet Union. Determined to rescue Italy from Mussolini and the rule of fascism, he had
instead fallen in love with Soviet comrade Julia Schucht.
In this spellbinding novel, Nora Bossong weaves together two resonant stories from two
very different epochs. But the separate threads form two halves of a much bigger story:
the conflict between the passion for one person and the greater struggle for the whole of
humanity.

320 pages. Hardcover
Publication date:
August 2015

Nora Bossong
was born in Bremen in
1982; she writes poetry,
novels and essays. Hanser
most recently published her
poetry volume Sommer vor
den Mauern (2011) and the
novel Gesellschaft mit beschränkter Haftung (2012).
Bossong also contributes
articles to die Zeit, taz
and FAZ online on a regular
basis. She has been awarded the Peter Huchel Prize
and the Berlin Art Prize.

»This author’s deftness, her wit and her intelligent and skilful aplomb allow her to span
the entire gamut of literary genres.« From the laudatory speech by Tobias Lehmkuhl, Peter Huchel Award judge
»A skilful concatenation of historical events and the present — two epochs that could hardly be more different,
linked by the same age-old source of trouble: love … «

Bernd Noack, Nürnberger Nachrichten

»Nora Bossong is intelligent and well-informed; she is blessed with a powerful imagination
and assured narrative style.« Hubert Winkels, Deutschlandfunk, Büchermarkt
»With her novel on Antonio Gramsci, Nora Bossong has succeeded in producing an impressively unconventional literary biography (…) fired by passionate interest in the life of her historical protagonist,
she has written a book that keeps the reader utterly spellbound.« Simon Strauß, F.A.S.

Sales to Foreign Countries
Gesellschaft mit beschränkter Haftung: Russia (Limbakh)

»The multitalented Nora Bossong interweaves stories with panache, sashaying through time with immense narrative confidence, cleverly setting punchlines in place with subversive wit. Her latest novel, 36.9 °, is another case in point.« Focus Online
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ROLF LAP P E RT
Lennard Salm is fifty. He’s at least halfway
successful as an artist but he’s a man at
odds with his life. Over the course of a clear
and sparkling winter he comes to discover that
no one is ever really alone. He resurrects his
relationship with his parents and siblings, coming
to view them from a new perspective in a moving
novel about what family means to us today.
Rolf Lappert
Über den Winter
That Winter

© Peter-Andreas Hassiepen

When his older sister dies, Lennard goes back to Hamburg to face the family he’d always
striven to get away from. His main desire is to return to his own life as soon as he can.
But what exactly does that life consist of? His younger sister Bille loses her job and his
father is rapidly becoming an invalid. Lennard is needed and comes to realise that he’s in
need of some good counsel. In his characteristic, wonderfully philanthropic fashion, Rolf
Lappert reveals the magic hidden in the details. Über den Winter draws us ineluctably
into the thoughts and feelings of a man in the prime of life as he rediscovers the city of
his childhood. Every facet of this tender and virtuoso family novel glitters.

Shortlisted for the German Book Prize

384 pages. Hardcover
Publication date:
August 2015

Rolf Lappert
was born in Zurich in 1958
and lives in Switzerland. He
trained as a graphic artist,
co-founded a jazz club and
also works as a screenwriter. In 2008, Hanser published his novel Nach Hause
Schwimmen, which won the
Swiss Book Prize. Hanser
also published his novel
Auf den Inseln des letzten
Lichts in 2010, followed in
2012 by Pampa Blues, a
young adult novel which
was filmed for television.

»Rolf Lappert is a seismograph of our times. His family saga is a finely-tuned portrait
of individual isolation within the mass of society.« Guido Kalberer, Tages-Anzeiger

»In delightfully unruffled fashion, Rolf Lappert
delineates the last vestiges of humanity
in a world that’s fallen from grace.«

Anne-Sophie Scholl, Berner Zeitung

»Rolf Lappert is a seismograph of our times. His family saga is a finely-tuned
portrait of individual isolation within the mass of society.« Sandra Leis, NZZ am Sonntag, Bücherbeilage
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Sales to Foreign Countries
Nach Hause schwimmen: China (Shanghai Translation), Denmark (Tiderne Skifter),
Georgia (Homli), Italy (Meridiano Zero), Netherlands (Signatuur), Turkey (Ayrinti)
Pampa Blues: Albania (Fjala), China (Zhejiang), Denmark (Turbine), France (La Joie
de lire), Hungary (Pozsonyi Pagony), Italy (Feltrinelli), Netherlands (Signatuur), Russia
(Samokat), Spanish/Latin America (Castillo), Turkey (Esen)
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Manfred Hügel is normally only interested in skinny girls who weigh less than sixty
kilos – but the architect sent to him by the extra-marital affairs dating agency clearly
weighs much more. So why is he more content then ever? Is she the exception that proves
the rule? Gerlinde Wagner is a pensioner trying to keep her loneliness at bay by smothering it under a blanket of established routines. Then she meets Rudi via an online dating
site and rediscovers her own city in his company. The only problem is that Rudi is almost
thirty years her junior …
Ursula März homes in close on her characters, pinpointing their needs and desires and
the various ways they have of fulfilling them. She describes how – despite the singles
parties, online networking, new social freedoms and all the other modern trends towards
providing best-fit scenarios – our choice of partners has remained as unpredictable as
ever.
»These love stories are informative, entertaining – and sometimes alarmingly funny
(…) In her new book Ursula März once again proves herself a first-rate raconteur with
a seemingly effortless command of remarkably clear and vivid prose.« Friedmar Apel, F.A.Z.
»Perched on the divide between between literature and non-fiction, the author succeeds
in crafting a work that is as enlightening as it is intriguing and witty; a highly modern
moral portrait of the strange times we live in.« Nils Minkmar, Spiegel
»Ursula März intertwines stringent research with essayistic finesse in the most
exhilarating manner.« Harry Nutt, Frankfurter Rundschau
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© Peter Peitsch

In days gone by, as we all know, there was
nothing harder than looking for love – except
perhaps finding it! Nowadays, dating seems as
straightforward as car sharing – so why is it that
so many people are still on their own? In these
stories Ursula März explores every corner of the
modern market for romance and wonders whether
our ideal of love has changed beyond recognition.

Ursula März
Für eine Nacht oder
fürs ganze Leben
Love: a Night or a Lifetime?
240 pages. Hardcover
Publication date:
July 2015

Ursula März
was born in 1957. She lives
in Berlin, where she works
as a writer and journalist.
Hanser published her short
story collection Fast schon
kriminell in 2001.

FICTION

© Peter-Andreas Hassiepen

Alex Capus’ bestselling novel Léon und
Louise told the story of two lovers surviving
the hardships of everyday life together.
Travelling by the Light of the Stars is an
intrepid reversal: the odyssey of two people
who are in danger of losing each other
in the South Sea paradise of Samoa.
Alex Capus
Reisen im Licht der Sterne
Travelling by the Light of
the Stars

Young doctor Robert Louis Stevenson never achieved much in life apart from the success
of his classic adventure novel Treasure Island. Flying in the face of all convention he fell
in love with a married woman and ran away with her to the South Pacific. But how did
Stevenson manage to get hold of enough money to build a stately home in the middle of the
jungle? Why did he choose to brave the tropical climate until his dying day? One thing is
for sure: the author acquired a degree of wealth in the South Pacific that far exceeded any
income he could have made from writing.
Alex Capus paints a vivid picture of the nineteenth century world of treasure hunters,
rogues, criminals and colonists. He traces the path of two lovers who may well have discovered treasures of their own in their tropical paradise, but who above all enjoyed years
of passion.
»A good choice for travel or literary biography readers.« Library Journal
»It recounts a story woven within, and around, two others that millions of readers will
already know… Confiding, easy-going, intimate, the writer spins a new – a mind-bendingly new – account from this well-worn cloth. Fluent, charming, but mischievous, the story slips past like a tantalising vision but leaves a strange flavour behind.« The Independent

224 pages. Hardcover
Publication date:
August 2015

Alex Capus
was born in 1961 in Normandy and lives in Olten,
Switzerland. In 1997 he
published his first novel,
Munzinger Pasha, followed
by fourteen books of short
stories, novels and reportage. His recently published Hanser novels include
Léon und Louise (2011),
Fast ein bisschen Frühling (new edition, 2012),
Skidoo, Der Fälscher, die
Spionin und der Bombenbauer (2013), and in 2014,
Mein Nachbar Urs (Tales
from a small town).

»More evidence that some novels are too good to leave to the imagination comes in
the shape of Sailing by Starlight. Like all good treasure hunters, Capus sees clues
everywhere.« Times Literary Supplement

Sales to Foreign Countries
France (Actes Sud), UK/USA (Haus Publishing)
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MARGARITA KI N STN E R
Following the resounding success of
her debut Mittelstadtrauschen, Margarita
Kinstner’s new novel explores the theme
of staying put or leaving, of the courage
it takes to start life afresh and the question
of what might have been, if only …
Margarita Kinstner
Die Schmetterlingsfängerin
The Butterfly Catcher

Katja will be joining her partner Danijel in Bosnia in a few weeks’ time. She is expecting
his child, and his decision to accept a position at the local hospital in Sarajevo hasn’t left
her much choice. Her bags are already packed and the date for the move has been arranged. Katja has a few days left, so she goes back to the valley where she grew up to
revisit the landscape of her childhood …

© Arno Ebner

The tales her great aunt Therese told her – stories she listened to with rapt attention — left
so many questions unanswered. Why did Katja’s great-grandfather leave Bosnia for Austria? What would have happened if her grandmother had plucked up the courage to follow
the love of her life to Switzerland? Katja gets more and more involved in the history of her
family – and begins to understand that home is a place in our heart.

Dreaming is one thing; living your dreams is another matter …

Deuticke Verlag
Novel. 288 pages.
Hardcover
Publication date:
August 2015

Margarita Kinstner
was born in Vienna in
1976. She wrote widely
for literary magazines and
anthologies before turning
her hand to full-length
projects. Her debut novel
Mittelstadtrauschen (2013)
was a resounding success
with both the critics and the
public.

Quotes On Mittelstadtrauschen

»A beautifully written book. One of the best of this season.«
Christine Westermann in WDR-FrauTV

»With just a few words Kinster paints pictures; lets
the reader see, hear and taste Vienna. Rarely is a novel
ever so surprising.«
Westdeutsche Allgemeine Zeitung

»You can fall in love with Kinstner’s sentences.«
Edit Rainsborough, Wiener Zeitung
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AN DREA G RI LL
Nocturnal butterflies that feed on
human tears on an exotic island: this
is the subject of Dr Caspari’s research
– and Andrea Grill’s new novel, which
explores the sensuality of nature.
Andrea Grill
Das Paradies des
Doktor Caspari
Dr Caspari’s Paradise

Viennese biologist Franz Wilhelm Caspari has spent the last ten years on Mangalemi,
an Island in the Indian Ocean, researching Calyptra lachryphagus, an allegedly extinct
species of butterfly. He breeds, measures and photographs the fragile creatures in the
house and grounds put at his disposal by a mysterious Swiss man of independent means.
Providing their nutrition is his most time-consuming and indeed crucial objective.
Because in order to survive they need human tears – tears of joy, tears of sadness, it
doesn’t matter. So in order to obtain a regular supply, Caspari not only attends every single funeral on the sparsely populated island but also does his underhand best to harness
friends and acquaintances for the process to ensure the well never runs dry.

© Andrea Grill

Andrea Grill transforms scientific processes into prose brimming with wit and sensuality.

»Andrea Grill’s capacity to marvel yet simultaneously analyse in great detail keeps failure
and success suspended in magical equilibrium.« Daniela Strigl

Zsolnay Verlag
Novel. 288 pages.
Hardcover
Publication date:
July 2015

Andrea Grill
was born in Bad Ischl
in 1975. She studied in
Salzburg and Thessaloniki
amongst other places, and
received her doctorate on
the evolution of endemic
butterflies in Sardinia from
the University of Amsterdam. Grill now lives
in Vienna. In 2001 she
was awarded the Bremen
Literature Prize’s promotional award, and in 2013
the City of Vienna’s literary
sponsorship grant. Her last
publication was the poetry
collection Safari, Innere
Wildnis.

»This novel has it all: facts and speculation, the deranged and the poetic; obsession,
loneliness and death. Eerily beautiful.« Christoph Schröder, KulturSpiegel
»Whimsical and entertaining, this wonderfully offbeat novel is an outstandingly delectable
read… Grill’s best so far.« Alexander Kosenina, Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung
»A stunningly multifaceted book; an intriguing literary experiment.«

Karin Cerny, Profil

»Andrea Grill evokes powerful, sensuous yet oddly wonderfully zany imagery.«
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Barbara Mader, Kurier
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German infantryman Max meets Adèle, a girl
from the Champagne region, in the winter of 1916
at the Aisne. Irene Ruttmann tells the story of
a passionate and impossible wartime romance.

© Friedrich-Bödecker-Kreis

FICTION

Irene Ruttmann
Adèle

»She was sitting on a narrow wooden bench wearing a long gray skirt, her feet encased
in a pair of heavy work-boots. But it was the thick, bright red jacket that first grabbed my
attention. It was the reddest red I’d seen for what seemed like a hundred years.«
Twenty-year-old pharmacist Max is called up in December 1916 and finds himself working as a stretcher-bearer on the front line of the Aisne. The soldiers have to contend with
food shortages, bitter cold and the ever-present proximity of death. Max is searching for
herbs in a deserted village near-by quiet corner of the battlefield to relieve the stomach
pains of his comrades when he meets Adèle. She gives him sage, cognac and a modest
meal. Gradually and tenderly, a mutual affection begins to unfold during one of the bloodiest battles of the First World War.
Irene Ruttmann portrays an almost wordless love in a sensual and down-to-earth fashion,
elevating this short book to the realms of literary greatness.

»Gentle, quiet, yet profoundly moving, this story impressed me deeply.« Martin Pollack
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Zsolnay Verlag
Novel. 160 pages.
Hardcover
Publication date:
July 2015

Irene Ruttmann
was born in 1933 in Dresden and now lives in Bad
Homburg. She studied German and theatre studies
amongst other subjects,
and went on to work as
a lecturer at the Goethe
University in Frankfurt am
Main as well as for publishing houses and the radio.
She first made a name for
herself with her children‘s
books. Her first novel Das
Ultimatum, was published
in 2001.

FICTION

© Petrina Hicks

Liliana Corobca tells the story of a girl
in a Moldavian village whose parents
are forced to go abroad to earn a living.
An impressive new literary voice.
Liliana Corobca
Der erste Horizont
meines Lebens
My Life’s First Horizon

Cristina takes care of everything: the household chores, the cooking and cleaning, feeding the pigs, the chickens and the dogs. If need be she’ll even fight with the boys to defend
her brothers Dan and Marcel. All this at the grand old age of twelve. Cristina is forced
to play the roles of both parents while her mother is away in Italy looking after someone
else’s children and her father is off working in Siberia. But Cristina is in love with her
cousin Lucian and spends her days dreaming of their first kiss and a better future. »The
pain of waiting is like a small animal, neither wild nor tame, sometimes well-behaved and
docile, then again feral and merciless.«
With colourful imagery and pulling no punches, Liliana Corobca describes the harsh
reality of Cristina’s life, granting a dignified voice to the children left behind on Europe’s
last horizon—thrown on the mercy of relatives or having to fend for themselves.

»Liliana Corobca chooses her words with tender curiosity; her tenderness guards her
against cynicism, her curiosity against excessive goodwill.« Michael Köhlmeier

(Original Romanian Title:
Kinderland. Translated
from the Romanian by
Ernest Wichner)
Zsolnay Verlag
Novel. 192 pages.
Hardcover
Publication date:
August 2015

Liliana Corobca
was born in Moldavia’s
Saseni-Calarasi region in
1975. A scholar, historian
and writer, she now lives
in Bucharest. She has
published several books
on literary censorship in
communist Romania. Her
novel Ein Jahr im Paradies
(Edition Merz/Solitude)
was published in German
translation in 2010.

»Liliana Corobca captures the boundless loneliness of these children with a tenacious
attention to detail that almost crosses the threshold of emotional sustainability.«
Dirk Schümer, Die Welt

Sales to Foreign Countries
Slovenia (Modrijan)
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FICTION

RAF I K SC HAM I

Rafik Schami’s latest masterpiece tells
of the power of love. A love that
instils courage and fortitude, a love that
rejuvenates – and can even save lives.

© Peter-Andreas Hassiepen

As a young girl Sophia falls deeply in love with Karim, but instead of marrying him she
weds a rich goldsmith. A few years later Karim is innocently accused of murder and
Sophia saves his life. He promises her from that point on he will be there to support her
whenever she needs him.
Many years go by; Salman, Sophia’s only son, emigrates to Italy, where he finds happiness and prosperity. But the pain of exile nags at him and he misses his home. So, just
before the Arab Spring, he decides to return to Damascus to visit his aging parents. He is
welcomed with open arms wherever he goes – but his cousin Elias, now a high-ranking
intelligence officer, has a score to settle with him. One day Salman comes across his
e-fit photograph in a newspaper and is forced to go into hiding. But his mother Sophia
remembers her old friend Karim, who has found a new love in his old age. Will he keep
his promise? Can he help her in her time of need?

»Schami is a first-class raconteur, as his new novel proves
once again. He moves to and fro through time with immense poise,
opening the door to new narrative strand here and exploring
the paths of new characters’ lives there.«

Rafik Schami
Sophia oder der Anfang
aller Geschichten
Sophia, or the Beginning
of All Stories
480 pages. Hardcover
Publication date:
August 2015

Rafik Schami
was born in Damascus
in 1946 and has lived in
Germany since 1971. He
has been a member of the
Bavarian Academy of Fine
Arts since 2002. Schami’s
work has been translated
into many languages and
won him numerous awards.
Recent publications with
Hanser include Die dunkle
Seite der Liebe (2004), Das
Geheimnis des Kalligraphen (2008) and Die Frau,
die ihren Mann auf dem
Flohmarkt verkaufte (2011).

Martin Oehlen, Frankfurter Rundschau

»His new novel has all the necessary ingredients of a great story: love, drama,
excitement, poetry and tragedy – all within a scant 500 pages! Informative in
the best sense of the word, and highly entertaining into the bargain.«

Sales to Foreign Countries
Spain (Salamandra)

Edelgard Abenstein, Deutschlandradio Kultur
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FICTION

KARL-H E I NZ OTT
Father is lying in state. With his death, the last
thread linking the four siblings is severed. But
before they inform anyone, the inheritance
has to be divided up – provided of course that
there is one. A caustic, ironic novel about the
unpaid bills we all have to settle in the end.
Karl-Heinz Ott
Die Auferstehung
Resurrection

© Peter-Andreas
Hassiepen
© Peter-Andreas
Hassiepen

Joschi is rather down-at-heel; he looks like a cross between Karl Marx and a homeless
monk. Jakob has a lively personality and a career in the media. Uli is determined to
protect his bohemian lifestyle at all costs. Linda, the only sister, is a woman of action, as
resolute in her private life as she is in her work. But does that make her a better person?
They’ve hardly set eyes on their father since he consigned his affairs to »that swine« and
entrusted himself to the »Hungarian whore« who has nursed him since his wife’s death.
The will is to be read tomorrow, and everything has to be sorted out before then. So until
such times, no one is going anywhere …
With adroit style and sparkling wit, Karl-Heinz Ott explores the bonds that hold a family
together – and what drives it apart. Here is a group of relatives who are unable to relate –
but maybe a long night will drag a few home truths into the harsh light of day …

352 pages. Hardcover
Publication date:
August 2015

Karl-Heinz Ott
was born in 1957 in Ehingen
on the Danube. His work
has earned him numerous
awards including the Friedrich Hölderlin Promotional
Award (1999), the Aleman
Literature Prize (2005),
the LiteraTour Nord Award
(2006), the Johann Peter
Hebel Prize (2012) and the
Wolfgang Koeppen Prize
(2014). Resurrection is his
first novel with Hanser.

»Reading Ott is a delight because his keen attention to detail enables him to imbue his characters,
settings, atmosphere and memories with life, evoking an absorbing sense of reality. His clever use of
dialogue and flashbacks keeps the suspense cranked up, delaying the story’s development while
making the twists and turns in the narrative appear as a natural part of the flow. An almost
cinematic experience as it stands, this is a novel that cries out to be filmed.« Stephan Lohr, Spiegel Online
»Ott succeeds brilliantly in unveiling the undignified squabbles that typify inheritance disputes
with gentle and often hilarious irony.« Martin Oehlen, Frankfurter Rundschau
»Karl-Heinz Ott is a natural-born story teller. His new novel introduces four
siblings who could hardly be more different. Their quick-fire dialogue and sweeping reminiscences
make for a riveting, intricate story – with a surprising twist in the tail.« Manfred Papst, NZZ am Sonntag
»Karl-Heinz Ott has written an ironic, trenchant, and highly eloquent family novel.« J. Kanold, Südwestpresse
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© Peter-Andreas Hassiepen

FICTION

A unique approach to world history:
Markus Gasser explores the past
by way of 33 outstanding novels.

We are all fascinated with bygone eras and lost worlds. Who wouldn’t jump at the chance
to travel through time for a vivid first-hand experience of what it was like to live in the
past? Time and again authors have shown themselves as the kindred spirits of historians,
conjuring such convincing renditions of the past that the reader feels right there in the
midst of it. Markus Gasser has gathered 33 novels that cover the whole of civilisation,
spanning the epochs from Ancient Egypt to the present day.
Thomas Mann, Umberto Eco, Leo Tolstoy, Stefan Zweig and Orhan Pamuk: these leviathans of literature and many of their colleagues recount their versions of history in different styles and voices as Markus Gasser sends us on a voyage of discovery through world
and literary history, whetting our appetite for novels we may never have heard of or have
been meaning to read for ages.

A fascinating literary jigsaw and a delightful read
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Markus Gasser
Eine Weltgeschichte
in 33 Romanen
The History of the World
in 33 Novels
352 pages. Hardcover
Publication date:
September 2015

Markus Gasser
born in 1967, studied
German and English in
Innsbruck, where he now
teaches as a lecturer.
He also lives and works
as an essayist and critic
in Zurich. His previous
publications with Hanser
include Das Königreich im
Meer. Daniel Kehlmanns
Geheimnis (2010) and Das
Buch der Bücher für die
Insel (2014).

FICTION

© Giorgia Müller

Bucharest, 1980: a journalist is arrested
for protecting his sources by withholding
readers’ letters criticising the regime from
the authorities. On his release he falls in
love with the wife of a party official – a very
dangerous liaison. This spine-chilling debut
tells of an unlikely love in a time of darkness.
Andrei Mihailescu
Guter Mann im Mittelfeld
The Good Man
in the Middle

As a journalist in a »real« socialist state Stefan Irimescu is accustomed to sugar-coating
indescribable conditions with platitudes, but he has never experienced the brutal hardships of the system first-hand – until a bungled gesture of resistance backfires and he
finds himself in prison. Cowed after enduring a regimen of torture and intimidation, he
is eventually set free and meets Raluca, an architect in the planning committee – and
the wife of ambitious Party Secretary Ilie Stancu. When the blossoming affair comes to
Stancu’s attention, his response is instant and ruthless: He divorces her and accepts the
offer his friend on the Security Committee to take a devastating revenge on Stefan.
Andrei Mihailescu, who himself fled to Switzerland from Romania with his family at the
beginning of the 1980s, has written a breathlessly exciting and historically accurate novel about life, love and fleeting pleasures under a merciless dictatorship.
»Suddenly there’s a new star on the literary firmament. We don’t know where he came
from, what inspired him to write or how and where he honed his writing skills. But
here is the book, and here is an author we’d love to hear more from, even though
his first book is so astonishingly good that we could – and perhaps should – content
ourselves. His virtuoso pitch changes tone as it shifts smoothly between genres – one
minute you’re reading a political thriller, the next a delightful romance. His characters
are finely crafted and have been endowed with a plausible storyline and convincing
psychological makeup.« Roman Bucheli, Neue Zürcher Zeitung

368 pages. Hardcover
Publication date:
August 2015

Andrei Mihailescu
was born in 1965 in
Bucharest, and came to
Switzerland in 1981. He
studied computer science
at Zurich’s ETH, and politics and social ethnology at
the University of Zurich. He
works in computer science
and is involved in human
rights projects in Eastern
Europe. The Good Man
in the Middle is his debut
novel, and has already won
him the 2014 Canton of
Zurich Working Bursary.

You might manage to live in a dictatorship – somehow. But to love
in one is truly perilous …
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CRIME FICTION

Wurlitzergasse, the 16th Viennese district: the badly maimed corpse of Ernestine Papouschek, 82, is discovered. Ernestine landed a bestseller with her book Die Rübenkönigin
(The Carrot Queen) in which she discussed her sexual conquests in an upfront, no-holdsbarred fashion—lovers who had responded to her advert »sprightly pensioner seeks partners for bedroom fun — no financial expectations«.
Commissioner Groschen very soon has a whole string of suspicious characters in the
frame, including her leather-jacket-wearing, Rottweiler-owning neighbour, her dodgy
publisher and an aquaintance who simply reeks of cologne. But his prime suspect is Tode
Todic, fresh out of prison, who is rumoured to have killed someone in exactly the same
way twenty years ago. Meanwhile, the commissioner has to fight off a cloying, all-pervading odour, while the sky above Vienna remains a resolute shade of battleship grey.
Things really come to a head when an actress is found murdered too, and we get a firsthand glimpse into the murky underbelly of Viennese society.
»Franzobel stands alongside Wolf Haas and Heinrich Steinfest as the Alpine republic’s
great white hope of subversive crime fiction.« Hendrik Werner, Weser Kurier
»A quirky commissioner, exceedingly bizarre cases – all leavened with Franzobel’s
trademark linguistic ingenuity. A virtuoso blend of magical realism and Viennese folk
play.« Elke Schlinsog, Deutschlandradio
»One of Austria’s finest writers: funny, trenchant, sarcastic..« Stephan Bartels, Brigitte
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© Hanna Silbermayr

The murder of a retired bookseller takes
Commissioner Groschen into the world of
publishing, behind the walls of a monastery,
to Sarajevo and among former commune
members – but in the end it’s a lovesick
doctor who sets him on the right path …
Franzobel
Groschens Grab
Der zweite Fall für
Kommissar Groschen
Groschen’s Tomb
Commissioner Groschen’s
second case
Zsolnay Verlag
Novel. 288 pages.
Softcover
Publication date:
July 2015

Franzobel
born 1967, is one of
Austria‘s most popular and
controversial writers. He is
the recipient of numerous
awards including the
1995 Ingeborg Bachmann
Prize and the 2002 Arthur
Schnitzler Prize. Zsolnay
most recently published his
novel Was die Männer so
treiben, wenn die Frauen
im Badezimmer sind (2012)
and Wiener Wunder (2014),
Commissioner Groschen’s
first case.

CRIME FICTION

© www.corn.at/Deuticke
Verlag

A sixteenth century skeleton, a mysterious
and rare strain of plague, an unfaithful wife, a
group of overly ambitious academics and the
regulars from the Blaue Traube: these are the
ingredients of this first-rate crime thriller.
Christian Mähr
Knochen kochen
Bone Broth

Matthias Spielberger, landlord of the Blaue Traube in Dornbirn, is contacted by his former
schoolmate Erasmus von Seitenstetten, a biologist from a family of impoverished aristocrats, who has discovered that one of his forebears fell victim to a mysterious epidemic
known as the »English Sweat«. Erasmus is planning—illegally—to exhume his ancestor’s
corpse in order to resolve this medical mystery and achieve fame in the process.
But he needs help, which is why Spielberger and his regulars from the Blaue Traube find
themselves travelling to the Vienna Woods to pry open the von Seitenstetten ancestral
vaults. But in the interim, the bones have attracted the attention of other interested parties and the whole thing is threatening to get seriously out of hand …

Malicious, morbid, and highly entertaining.

Deuticke Verlag
Novel. 416 pages.
Hardcover
Publication date:
August 2015

Christian Mähr
was born in 1952 in Nofels
in the Vorarlberg region of
Austria where he still lives.
Mähr is a writer, beekeeper,
doctor of chemistry and
long-standing freelance
contributor to the ORF’s
science and environment
department. His previous
publications with Deuticke
include Semmlers Deal
in 2008, followed in 2010 by
Alles Fleisch ist Gras
(filmed for the ORF-provincial thriller series in 2014),
Das unsagbar Gute in 2011
and Tod auf der Tageskarte
(2014).
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E S S AY

The spectrum spanned by this rebuttal of the zeitgeist covers the two years between 2011
and 2013. Karl-Markus Gauss tells of a Korean woman who marries herself, he studies
the Fukushima reactor disaster, British urban riots and German forgers; he muses on the
deaths of close friends and his own attempts to lead a worthy life in an unworthy world.
With a mixture of self-deprecating irony and contemplative, melancholy wit, Gauss traces sounds, attitudes and character types that have long since disappeared. In separate
narrative threads he describes »magic moments of failure« and »the history of love«, eventually concluding that the true story of mankind is to be found in poetry and literature.

»Karl-Markus Gauß ranks among the most outstanding prose writers in the Germanspeaking world.« Michael Girke, Der Freitag
»Karl-Markus Gauß is rightly considered one of the finest progressive thinkers of our
time.« Andreas Breitenstein, Neue Zürcher Zeitung

Sales to Foreign Countries
Im Wald der Metropolen: Poland (Czarne), Slovenia (Slovenska Matica), Croatia
(Fraktura)
Die sterbenden Europäer: Catalonia (Simbol), Croatia (Fraktura), France /L’Esprit des
Peninsules), Macedonia (Templum), Poland (Czarne), Romania (Humanitas), Slovenia
(Cankarjeva), Spain (JL), Sweden (Perenn)
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© Kurt Kaindl

Everyday life is full of wonders and impositions. The world: a place yet to be
discovered. Karl-Markus Gauß’ latest
book is a lesson in astonishment.
Karl-Markus Gauß
Der Alltag der Welt
Zwei Jahre, und viele mehr
The Everyday World
Two years and many more
Zsolnay Verlag
336 pages. Hardcover
Publication date:
August 2015

Karl-Markus Gauß
was born in 1954 in Salzburg. He still lives there
today, working as an author
and editor of the journal
Literatur und Kritik. His
books have been translated
into many languages and
won him numerous awards,
including the Charles
Veillon European Essay
Prize, the Vilenica Prize for
Central European Literature, the Georg Dehio Book
Award and the Johann
Heinrich Merck prize. His
most recent publications
with Zsolnay are the journal
Ruhm am Nachmittag
(2012 and Das Erste, was
ich sah (2013).

BIOGRAPHY

© Ayse Yavas

Thomas Mann and his family, Franz Werfel,
Annemarie Schwarzenbach, Alma Mahler –
many famous authors gathered in Zurich before the
outbreak of World War II. Central to the group were
Ferdinand and Marianne Rieser, a largely unknown
married couple who have been overlooked by
posterity. Eveline Hasler takes an informal, novelesque approach in her exploration of the anxieties
and creative tensions that defined the time.

Ferdinand Rieser was a vintner who never quite managed to shrug off his mercantile
image even when he became director of the Pfauen Theatre. But it was thanks to his
commitment and dedication—as well as that of his wife Marianne, one of Franz Werfel’s
sisters—that the theatrical company he bought and ran as a private concern became a
refuge for many threatened thespians from Germany.
Wolfgang Langhoff, Kurt Hirschfeld, Leopold Lindtberg and Therese Giehse staged bold
plays critical of the Nazi regime alongside light entertainment and comedy. They all were
caught up in the heated debates that raged between members of the Swiss National Front
and leftists: Thomas Mann, the world-famous author who finally made a stand against
the Nazis, his children Erika and Klaus as well as factory-owner family SchwarzenbachWille, whose antithetical offspring Annemarie and James went on to have very different
careers; she became a widely travelled writer and he a right-wing nationalist politician.
Eveline Hasler succeeds in conceiving a compelling portrait of a group of people awaiting
the unthinkable with baited breath. As the shadows of war gather across Europe, she
examines the situation in Vienna, Prague and Munich before moving to neutral Zurich to
consider the reactions to the approaching conflict through the eyes of the exiled literati.
»The author annotates the events she describes masterfully, employing brief quotations and inserting distinctive historic documents to great dramatic effect. The fates
of her characters and the historical backdrop are delineated with remarkable virtuosity,
as if rendered in fine watercolours or deft calligraphy.«

Eveline Hasler
Stürmische Jahre
Die Manns, die Riesers,
die Schwarzenbachs
Tempestuous Times
224 pages. Hardcover
Publication date:
August 2015

Eveline Hasler
was born in Glarus and
lives in Ticino. Her novels
have been translated into
many languages and won
numerous awards, including the Justinus Kerner
Prize (1999). Her most
recent publications with
Nagel & Kimche are the
stories featuring the angel
Eleusius, the novels Stein
bedeutet Liebe (2007),
Und werde immer Ihr
Freund sein (2010), as well
as Mit dem letzten Schiff.
Der gefährliche Auftrag von
Varian Fry (2013).

Beatrice von Matt, Neue Zürcher Zeitung
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WILFRIED MEICHTRY • KATHARINA VON ARX
Wilfried Meichtry
Die Welt ist verkehrt,
nicht wir!
Katharina von Arx und
Freddy Drilhon
It’s the World that’s out of
Step, not Us!

Katharina von Arx
Nehmt mich bitte mit
Eine Weltreise per Anhalter
Could you give me a Ride?
A hitchhiking trip around
the world

© Frèdèrique Drilhon

© Robert Hofer

352 pages. Hardcover
with photographs
Publication date:
September 2015

It’s the World that’s out of Step, not Us!: Katharina von Arx was a sensation. A 25-year-old woman travelling around
the world with no money – something that was unheard of in 1953. Dispatched to the South Seas on a journalism
assignment, she encountered natives who had never set eyes on a white woman before – and met photographer
Freddy Drilhon, her future husband. Award-winning Swiss author Wilfried Meichtry offers us a masterfully composed,
gripping rendering of this exceptional couple’s passionate love and fantastic adventures.

Could you give me a Ride? A hitchhiking trip around the world: This book is a startling
rediscovery: In the early 1950s, a young woman sets off on a trip around the world,
alone and with no money in her pocket. Her story is as fresh today as it was back then.
Katharina von Arx responds to threats and marriage proposals alike with imperturbable
level-headedness and good humour, curiosity and a delightfully carefree attitude.

When Katharina von Arx returned from her round-the-world trip, the international media made her a star. She wrote
the best-seller Nehmt mich bitte mit and was sent to the other side of the world as a reporter for Sie und Er magazine.
There she met photographer Freddy Drilhon – a rebel from a good family who had spent many years living with a tribe
of former cannibals. The couple spent three years exploring terra incognita and selling the resulting stories worldwide. In 1958 they returned to Switzerland and bought a ruin in Romainmôtier — a ruin which, during the renovation
work, turned out to be one of Europe’s last medieval retreats for wealthy pilgrims. Katharina devoted her life to caring
for the old palace, but Freddy was unable to settle into a sedentary lifestyle and eventually decamped. The couple’s
story is an amazing discovery — a breathtaking true story stranger than any fiction.

Katharina von Arx writes charming begging letters to shipping companies, asking for
free passage on their vessels with breezy but tenacious persistence, until eventually she
is offered a crossing from Genoa to Bombay. There she ekes out an existence selling sketches, somehow always managing to find helpful people to offer her shelter or help with
her onward journey. She shrugs off pushy suitors and turns down marriage proposals
with remarkable imperturbability. She narrowly escapes being press-ganged into Prince
Abdul's harem, falls through a paper doorway in Japan and is almost overrun by hordes
of visitors at the Taj Mahal because at night-time her skin glows white as a tombstone.
America takes her to its heart, dubbing her the »Hitchhiking Swiss Miss« (Los Angeles
Times) and inviting her onto all the talk shows. This anachronistically modern woman
tells of her adventures with the candidness, ingeniousness and sparkling humour that
helped her survive them all unscathed.

A great rediscovery – the astonishing round-the-world trip of the
»Hitchhiking Swiss Miss«
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256 pages. Hardcover
with photographs
Publication date:
September 2015

Wilfried Meichtry
was born in 1965 in the
Valais. He has a PhD in
history and works as a
writer. In 2010 Nagel &
Kimche published Hexenplatz und Mörderstein,
followed in 2012 by the new
edition of Verliebte Feinde:
Iris und Peter von Roten,
which won the Bern Book
Award. His latest book,
Mani Matter: A biography,
was published in 2013.
Katharina von Arx
was born in 1928 in Solothurn. At 28 she published
Nehmt mich bitte mit before
travelling around the world
on journalism assignments,
returning with sensational stories of her further
adventures. In 1959 she
bought a monastery in
Romainmôtier with her husband Freddy Drilhon. She
ran the house as a social
centre and meeting place
until her death in 2013.
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© Verena Dammann

P O E T RY

Armin Senser
Liebesleben
Love Life

A homage to the artist Caravaggio is accompanied by a laconic epigram: »So... in the end
love is an addiction just like any other«. In Armin Senser’s latest collection, classical form
and lyrical tradition meet modern colloquialisms to address weighty subject matter very
much of our time.
This ingenious blend of ancient and modern makes Senser’s poems so fascinating. They
are erudite and polished, considered to the point of perfection, then again deliberately
fragmentary, casting all order to the wind. Senser is a poet who is acutely aware of his
time. »It becomes increasingly clear that the underlying thought processes in his work
are nurtured by poetry, while the resulting poetry is in turn fostered by the tools of rationality. This is just one of the many reasons why Armin Senser ranks among the most
exciting and inspirational poets of our age and his work represents some of the most distinctive poetry of our time,« as Roman Bucheli writes in Neue Zürcher Zeitung.

Sales to Foreign Countries
Collection of poems: Poland (Atut)
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104 pages. Hardcover
Publication date:
September 2015

Armin Senser
was born in 1964 in Biel
and lives in Berlin. Hanser
has previously published
his poetry volumes Großes
Erwachen (1999), Jahrhundert der Ruhe (2003)
and Kalte Kriege (2007),
as well as the verse novel
Shakespeare: Ein Roman
in Versen (2011). His work
has won him many awards,
most recently the 2009 City
of Salzburg’s H. C. Artmann
Literature Prize.

© Peter-Andreas Hassiepen

P O E T RY

Raul Schrott
Die Kunst an
nichts zu glauben
The Fine Art of Disbelief

After more than ten years, Raoul Schrott presents a new collection of poems: a celebration
of life’s essential trivia. Conceived with the apparent effortlessness that is the hallmark of
the true virtuoso, The Fine Art of Disbelief is a panorama of all the foibles and fallibilities
that make up the human condition. A lesson in godless morality and a paean to all things
human, it’s about life lived entirely in the mortal realm.
The verses are framed by maxims from the first atheist bible, the Manual of Transitory
Existence, a work that was compiled in 17th century Italy. The poems themselves feature
portraits of disparate individuals and their professions, from bus driver to judge, each
posing their own questions about what makes for a worthwhile and successful life — and
discovering their own form of beauty in failure. The poems and the biblical maxims appear at first sight to tell entirely different and disconnected tales, but in the end they fuse
to form a single story — the story of the struggle for every second of life in the earthly
realm and how that struggle can beget reward and happiness.

160 pages. Hardcover
Publication date:
September 2015

Raul Schrott
was born in 1964 and has
won numerous awards
including the Peter Huchel
Prize and the Joseph
Breitbach Prize. Hanser
has published his earlier
books including Homers
Heimat and his adaptation
of the Iliad (2008), the
encyclopedic Gehirn und
Gedicht (2011, together
with neuroscientist Arthur
Jacobs), the narrative
Das schweigende Kind
(2012) and most recently
his translation of Hesiod’s
Theogeny: Birth of the
Gods (2014).
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BAC K LI ST H I G H LI G HTS F I CTI O N
Robert Seethaler
Ein ganzes Leben. A whole life
Hanser Berlin Verlag. 160 pages. Longlisted for the Prix Médicis
Robert Seethaler tells the story of cable car worker Andreas Egger – a man out of time who enjoys happiness,
suffers sorrow, and in the end comes to look back with amazement on the years that have made up his life. It's a
simple and deeply moving story – the story of a lifetime.
»Seethaler lifts what could have been a dry, mundane narrative to the level of a gripping, artful epic, and therein lies
the wizardry.« Bookseller
»Seethaler shows that for even the most ordinary people, life is an extraordinary adventure - and he does so tenderly
and memorably.« Mail on Sunday
Sales to Foreign Countries
Sold to 13 territories to date

Arno Geiger
Selbstporträt mit Flusspferd
Self-Portrait with Pygmy Hippo
Hanser Verlag. 288 pages
Twenty-two-year-old Julian can’t get over his separation from Judith – although it came about at his own instigation. So he decides to take on the care of the pygmy hippopotamus in Professor Beham’s garden – a droll and
inscrutable creature that soon defines the rhythm of the summer: it eats, yawns, jumps in and out of the pond –
and stinks to high heaven. A story of separation, love, and a hippo that knows nothing about either. Arno
Geiger writes about the difficulties of growing up in a bewildering world.
Sales to Foreign Countries
France (Gallimard), Netherlands (Bezige Bij), Italy (RCS/Bompiani)

Vladimir Vertlib
Lucia Binar und die russische Seele. Lucia Binar and the Russian Soul
Deuticke Verlag. Novel. 320 pages.
Longlisted for the German Book Prize 2015
An old lady who refuses to surrender. A lovable character, bursting with energy — especially when she’s set her mind
on something. Vladimir Vertlib tells the moving and witty story of an old lady determined to retain her dignity.
»Lucia Binar and the Russian Soul is a gripping, darkly entertaining novel full of wit and wisdom – a work of world
literature.« NBG
»A refreshing breeze of humour blows through everything – however tragic – fanned by Vertlib’s caustic and satirical
take on current phenomena.« Die Presse
Sales to Foreign Countries: France (Métailé)

Arthur Schnitzler
Später Ruhm
Late Fame
Zsolnay Verlag. Novella. 160 Pages.
Edited and with a postscript by Wilhelm Hemecker and David Österle
Arthur Schnitzler’s portrait of Viennese bohemia , a heady mix of comedy and tragedy, gravitas and playfulness,
lies and truth, was conceived in the spring of 1894 and has been published for the first time in May 2014.
»A real treat for anyone with an interest in literature.« Spiegel Online
Sales to Foreign Countries
Finland (Faro), France (Albin Michel), Iran (Cheshmeh Publishing House), Italy (Guanda), Netherlands (Querido),
Romania (Humanitas), Spain (Quaderns Crema), Turkey (Aylak Adam), UK (Pushkin Press), USA (NYRB)
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RÜ DIG E R SAF RAN S KI
»And time – how strangely does it go its ways – First
we are heedless – ‚tis as nothing! Then a sudden
waking, and we feel naught else but it. All the world
tells of it, all our souls are filled with it.«
Hugo von Hofmannsthal, Der Rosenkavalier

With time as his central theme, Rüdiger Safranski
expounds on the human condition, encouraging us to
reclaim the experience of time in all its infinite variety.

© Peter-Andreas Hassiepen

Beyond all the deceptive clocks and watches that give us the illusion of an objective time
measurement, our personal experience of time is an altogether different matter: strictly
structured in music, boundless and easy when we are at leisure, pursuing sports and
hobbies. When we’re bored or burdened with worries, time seems to crawl; when we’re
rapt in contemplation, engrossed in a task, lost in love or free at play it seems to fly — or
stand still.

»Safranski’s perspicacious observations alternate between
ironic jibes and witty aphorisms with all
his customary distinction and virtuosity.«

Different again is our perception of time when we are caught up in the maelstrom of social
interaction, in the ever accelerating world of business and the media, or communicating
across the world in the blink of an eye. Then all at once there comes a day when the passing of time is all we can think about.
Presenting an in-depth, multi-facetted delineation of the complexities of our varying perceptions of time, Safranski encourages us to treat this priceless commodity with care — to
make the best of it rather than living at its mercy.

A multilayered and profound approach to the eternal mystery of time

Rüdiger Safranski
Zeit
Was sie mit uns macht und
was wir aus ihr machen
On Time
What it does to us – and
what we make of it
288 pages. Hardcover
Publication date:
August 2015

Rüdiger Safranski
born in 1945, is a philosopher and writer with
numerous awards to his
name, whose books have
been translated into 30
languages. He has written
definitive biographies of
Goethe, Schiller, E.T.A.
Hoffmann, Schopenhauer,
Nietzsche and Heidegger,
as well as works on the
fundamental questions of
human existence, including
Romanticism, evil and truth.

The story of mankind’s attitudes to time from antiquity to the
present day

Der Spiegel

»This book stands head and shoulders above any other
publications on the topic of time currently available.
A non-fiction work that conjures a touch of magic.«

Sten Nadolny, Focus
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Sales to Foreign Countries
Netherlands (Atlas Contact), Spain (Tusquets)
Rüdiger Safranski's former works have been sold to more than 30 territories, among
many others
Romantik: Brazil (Liberdade), China (Horizon), Hungary (Europa), Israel (Carmel),
Italy (Longanesi), Japan (Hosei UP), Korea (Hankuk UP), Netherlands (Atlas Contact),
Serbia (Adresa), Spain (Tusquets), Turkey (Kabalci), UK/USA (Northwestern UP)
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PHILOSOPHY

The theorist stays one step removed from
life: he is only interested in abstract concepts,
theories and their interpretation. But of course,
behind the edifice of every theory is the person
who constructed it – a person who may have
to face the fact that his theories clash with
his own life experiences.

But if this is the case, does it make any sense at all to construct a theory in no way connected to life? Vincent Kaufmann, Ulrich Schmid and Dieter Thomä discuss the lives and
careers of influential philosophers and other thinkers whose hypotheses were forced to
undergo a »biographical turnabout« due to the pressure of such existential misgivings.
Philosophers and their lives — an innovative and highly inspirational approach to the
present-day theory and its underlying structure.

»This outstanding volume demonstrates the mutual influence of biography and thought
in 20th century philosophy. It is without doubt one of the most riveting books on 20th
century intellectual life, especially if read less as a collection of individual essays on
a particular theme but rather as a sort of family novel – a saga with no shortage of
disputes and altercations, but also many striking points of contact.«
Walter van Rossum, WDR 3

Dieter Thomä/Vincent
Kaufmann/Ulrich Schmid
Der Einfall des Lebens
Theorie als geheime
Autobiographie
Edition Akzente
The march of life: Theory
as secret autobiography
432 pages. Softcover
Publication date:
August 2015

Dieter Thomä
was born in 1959 in Heidelberg and is a professor of
philosophy at the University of St Gallen. Previously,
he worked as an editor at
Radio Free Berlin (SFB).
He writes regularly for
several newspapers and
magazines. Hanser published his book Väter: Eine
moderne Heldengeschichte
(2008).
Vincent Kaufmann
born in 1955 in Bern, is
a professor of French
language and literature and
director of the institute for
media and communications
management at the University of St. Gallen.
Ulrich Schmid
born in 1965 in Zurich, is a
professor of Russian cultural and social history at the
University of St. Gallen and
regular freelance contributor to the Neue Zürcher
Zeitung’s features section.
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The spectacular biography of the man who
guided the fortunes of Porsche and BMW
through times of great uncertainty. He worked for
Emperor Franz Joseph and Mussolini, employed
Ferdinand Porsche and became the owner
of BMW. Writer and journalist Karl Kraus referred
to Castiglioni as »the epitome of speculation«.

»The Shark«, »the Bloodsucker«, »the inflation profiteer«: born in Trieste in 1879, investor
and business tycoon Camillo Castiglioni was the target of all the usual negative clichés—
clichés that clung to his persona throughout his life. As a young man he was passionate
about anything with wheels or wings; he went on to become the director of the AustrianAmerican Rubber Company, played a major role in steering the fortunes of automobile
and aircraft engine manufacturer Austro-Daimler, made a spectacular balloon ascent
with his chief engineer Ferdinand Porsche – circling the spires of Vienna’s St. Stephen's
Cathedral –, and became the Austro-Hungarian Ministry of War’s major supplier. After
World War I he bought up an international business empire—an empire that included
BMW. He financed the theatrical career of director Max Reinhardt in Salzburg and
Vienna before going bankrupt in spectacular fashion. Castiglioni survived World War II
holed up in San Marino disguised as a monk.
Reinhard Schlüter’s biography is learned and brimming with facts and information, yet
Castiglioni’s life reads as grippingly as a film script.

»An intriguing biography incorporating a fascinating slice of economic history.«

Reinhard Schlüter
Der Haifisch
Aufstieg und Fall des
Camillo Castiglioni
The Shark
The Rise and Fall of
Camillo Castiglioni
Zsolnay Verlag
Biography. 336 pages
Hardcover
Publication date:
August 2015

Reinhard Schlüter
was born in 1948. He
works as a journalist for
the Süddeutsche Zeitung,
Psychologie heute and
the Bayerischer Rundfunk
amongst others. He studied in Munich, then went
on to live in Spain and Austria before returning
to Bavaria. His most recent
publication is Schönsprech. Wie uns Politik
und Lobby das Blaue vom
Himmel erzählen (2015).

Katharina Döbler, Deutschlandfunk
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U LRIC H WE I NZ I E RL
The life and work of Stefan Zweig from a radical
new perspective. Who was – who is – Stefan
Zweig? A writer read worldwide to this day, the
first true European in German literature and
a man with an outstanding gift for friendship.
Ulrich Wienzierl presents an intimate and ingenious psychological portrait of Zweig’s character.

Stefan Zweig: the melancholy contemporary witness of Die Welt von Gestern who took his
life in his self imposed Brazilian exile. Ulrich Weinzierl homes in on his private life. How
did Friderike Maria von Winternitz manage to turn the dyed-in-the-wool bachelor into
such an appalling husband? Was Zweig, author of Verwirrung der Gefühle really a closet
homosexual as is often claimed? No, he wasn’t. So what was the true secret of his life, the
burning issue that very nearly landed him in prison?

© Leonard Hilzensauer

Zweig’s life poses many sensitive questions – most of which remain unanswered after his
death. Ulrich Weinzierl examines these questions in the form of a psychological analysis
– an intimate portrait of the man and a history of his friendships. From Sigmund Freud
to Klaus Mann, his friends were holy to him — but his story, in the final analysis, was one
of betrayal.

»Weinzerl leads us through a maze of biographical,
contemporary and literary history, moving from splendour
to gloom and back again with the precise virtuosity
of a connoisseur.«
Martin Meyer, Neue Zürcher Zeitung, on Alfred Polgar Marlene (Edited by Weinzierl)

Ulrich Weinzierl
Stefan Zweigs
brennendes Geheimnis
Stefan Zweig’s
Burning Secret
Zsolnay Verlag
288 pages with photos
Hardcover
Publication date:
September 2015

Ulrich Weinzierl
was born in Vienna in
1954. He studied German
literature and was cultural
correspondent firstly for
the Frankfurter Allgemeine
Zeitung and then Die Welt
from the 1980’s till 2013.
He has been awarded the
Johann Heinrich Merck Prize
and the Alfred Kerr Prize
amongst others. The joint
editor of Alfred Polgar’s
works, he has written books
on Carl Seelig (1982),
Alfred Polgar (1985, new
edition 2005) and Arthur
Schnitzler (1994). Zsolnay
published Hofmannsthal.
Skizzen zu seinem Bild in
2005, and most recently
Alfred Polgar: Marlene.
Bild einer berühmten Zeitgenossin.

»Ulrich Weinzierl is a cultural aristocrat and an intellectual
democrat. His formulations are elegantly-structured,
sophisticated and witty.«
Gerhard Stadelmaier, Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung
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THOMAS DE PAD OVA
Albert Einstein has changed our
understanding of space and time
forever. Thomas de Padova‘s
biography sheds a new light on
Einstein‘s general theory of relativity.

© Thomas de Padova

In Berlin in 1914 Einstein‘s world is falling apart. His marriage with Mileva fails, Germany enthusiastically enters the war, his colleagues Max Planck, Wilhelm Röntgen, and
others sign the racist proclamation »Appeal to the Cultured World«, and his friend Fritz
Haber, whose son Einstein tutors, conducts cruel chemical warfare on both fronts. Padova, in his convincing prose and for the first time, gives an account of Einstein‘s early
years in Berlin. He describes how Einstein does not conform to his surroundings, how he
becomes a passionate pacifist, and how he, in the midst of a collapsing world, reinvents
space and time.

Einstein‘s years in Berlin in a totally new light
How Albert Einstein became a passionate pacifist
100th anniversary of Einstein’s General Theory of Relativity

Quotes on The Worlds Secret

Thomas de Padova
Allein gegen die
Schwerkraft
Einstein 1914-1918
Alone Against Gravity
258 pages. Hardcover
Publication date:
September 2015

Thomas de Padova
born 1965, studied physics
and astronomy in Bonn and
Bologna. He lives in Berlin
as a free-lance writer. His
latest publications are The
World‘s Secret, the wellreceived science book of
the year 2010 about the
lives of Johannes Kepler and
Galileo Galilei, published by
Piper, and the science bestseller Leibniz, Newton and
the Invention of Time.

»The author Thomas de Padova is a expert physicist and astronomer. He mastefully illuminates boht
revolutionaries from many different angles. This is a suspensful and very informative book about
a seminal chapter in the history of science.«

Bild der Wissenschaft

»All by themselves, Kepler and Galilei are plenty of fascinating. It is even more exciting to tall a
tale of the interaction of these two giants. At least in the capable hands of Thomas de Padova who
has excellent knowledge of this matter, writes in a vivid style, and does it without any grandstanding.
This is a fortunate example of a popularly written piece of history of science.«
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Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung
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KARL SC H LÖ G E L
What defines the Ukraine and where does it go
from here? The Russian invasion has triggered
fresh controversy over the country’s political and
cultural autonomy. Karl Schlögel spent many years
travelling the Ukraine and has recently been back
there to take stock of the changes taking place.
Karl Schlögel
Entscheidung in Kiew
The Kiev Dilemma

© Peter-Andreas Hassiepen

Lvov, Odessa, Chernivtsi, Kiev, Kharkov, Donetsk and Dnipropetrovsk: once flourishing
cities, centres of culture in their own right, ignored by the Western World for too long
— a fact that encouraged Vladimir Putin’s expansionist policies. Seventy years after
the Second World War, European cities are once again in danger of obliteration. Karl
Schlögel’s edge-of-Europe urban portraits make it patently clear what is at stake not far
from our doorstep. Combining a historian’s meticulousness with his customary journalistic flair, Schlögel reassesses the Ukraine.

350 pages. Hardcover
Publication date:
September 2015

Karl Schlögel
was born in 1948; he read
philosophy, sociology, Eastern European History and
Slavic studies at the Berlin
Free University and in
Moscow and Saint Petersburg. Until his retirement in
2013 he was Professor of
Eastern European History
at the Europa University
Viadrina in Frankfurt. Hanser most recently published
Grenzland Europa. Unterwegs auf einem neuen
Kontinent (2013).

Karl Schlögel’s perspective on the Ukraine:
its past, self-image and future
Schlögel’s commentary stands as both dedicated
testimony and in-depth analysis
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Sales to Foreign Countries
Terror und Traum: China (Guangxi UP), Italy (RCS Libri), Lithuania (Tyto Alba),
Netherlands (Atlas Contact), Poland (Poznanskie), Russia (Rosspen), Sweden
(Natur & Kultur), UK/USA (Polity Press)
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In 1980, at the outbreak of the Iran War, he fled to Germany, and the Baghdad he had
only recently come to call home once again became a distant dream—the dream of a once
beautiful city torn apart by decades of war and terror. This is the Baghdad Najem Wali
remembers in his new book; a city of merchants, scientists and artists, a city as cosmopolitan, chic and stylish as London or Paris. Najem Wali interweaves the history of Bagdad
with personal reminiscences, setting the images of horror against the backdrop of a flourishing metropolis.

The story of a metropolis in danger of foundering in terror and war
A juxtaposition of western and Arab perspectives

»Baghdad is a commendable example of subjective urban geography that occasionally strays into the lexical realm. This nostalgia-saturated work reflects the trauma of
all exiles, forced from a city they never wanted to leave. But the subtitle, Memories of
a metropolis, tells us that Wali also seeks to recall the forgotten modernity of a country
now associated with violence, fanaticism and destruction. To make Baghdad whole
again – a capital of scientific achievement and lyrical wonder – seems a utopian task.
But perhaps a man who invented a »fantasy city« in his childhood might succeed
where others have failed.« Ingo Arend, Deutschlandradio Kultur
Sales to Foreign Countries
Jussifs Gesichter: UK/USA (MacAdam Cage)
Reise in das Herz des Feindes: Israel (Hakibbutz Hameuchad), UK/USA (MacAdam
Cage)
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© Peter-Andreas Hassiepen

When Najem Wali was a child, Baghdad seemed
dreamlike to him. His father came home with gifts
and stories from the city and young Najeem harboured a single ambition throughout his schooldays: to move to the capital to study.
Najem Wali
Bagdad
Erinnerungen an
eine Weltstadt
Baghdad
Memories of a Global
Metropolis
352 pages. Hardcover with
photographs
Publication date:
August 2015

Najem Wali
was born in 1956 in Basra
and fled Iraq to Germany
in 1980 after the outbreak
of the Iran-Iraq war. He
now lives in Berlin where
he works as a freelance
author and journalist. He is
cultural correspondent of
Al-Hayat, the leading Arab
daily newspaper, and writes
regularly for Die Zeit, Süddeutsche Zeitung and Neue
Zürcher Zeitung among
others. Hanser published
his previous book, Baghdad
Marlboro, for which he was
awarded the 2014 Bruno
Kreisky Prize.

P O L I T I C S AN D H I S TO RY

© NDR/Westermann

Atomic warfare brought about the end of the Second
World War – at least that’s the accepted justification
for the employment of atomic weapons. But were
the bombs that demolished Hiroshima and Nagasaki
really so decisive? Based on cutting-edge historical
research, film documentaries and poignant interviews
with witnesses, award-winning TV reporter Klaus
Scherer paints a very different picture: that of a
calculated and preventable war crime perpetrated
on a country already on the point of surrender.

In August 1945, the only two atomic bombs in the history of warfare were detonated over
the Japanese cities of Hiroshima and Nagasaki. The first bomb shocked Japan to the core,
but it was the second that forced the country to surrender. Both bombs were considered
necessary for the war to be won, for the conflict to end, but Klaus Scherer‘s doubts about
this classic historical interpretation set in when he first questioned the purpose behind
the destruction of Nagasaki. He interviewed American and Japanese historians and spoke
with the last surviving witnesses — amongst others former schoolchildren who survived
the hell at Ground Zero and a crew member of the bomber from which the triumphant
mushroom cloud photograph was taken.
In this fascinating book Scherer presents irrefutable proof that from the outset the objective was to test the bombs’ effectiveness, and Japan, which had already suffered a resounding military defeat, was the ideal target.
America’s deliberate war crimes: why the atomic bomb was politically desirable — and
why it wasn’t the bomb that put an end to the war.
»Scherer’s book focuses on the second bomb (…) He also succeeds in explaining the
intricacies of the peace negotiation in commendably plain terms.« Arno Widmann Klaus,
Frankfurter Rundschau

»Based on the work of numerous historians, Scherer’s hypothesis is as simple as it is
spine-chilling.« Alexander Jungkunz, Nürnberger Nachrichten

Klaus Scherer
Nagasaki
Der Mythos der
entscheidenden Bombe
Nagasaki – the legend of
the decisive bomb
256 pages. Hardcover with
illustrations
Publication date:
July 2015

Klaus Scherer
was born in 1961. He is an
NDR reporter specialising
in foreign affairs and travel
based in Hamburg, where
He lives with his family.
Previously he worked as
ARD correspondent in the
countries he deals with in
this book – Japan and the
US. His work has won him
the Adolf Grimme Award
and the German Television Prize. Scherer’s most
recent publication was
Am Ende der Eiszeit (2013).
www.klausscherer.com
www.facebook.com/klaus.
scherer.reportage
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© Lukas Beck

TOMÁ Š SEDLÁ ČEK • OLIVE R TANZ E R

Tomáš Sedláček's book Economics of Good and Evil was on the best selling lists for months
and made the author a star of capitalism critics. His new, seminal book dissects our economic model and reveals that it is in deep trouble. Many of us hold that the economy runs
according to the laws of logic and reason. Not so; the opposite is true! Our economic reality is continuously shaken by yet another crisis; and the main actors such as the monetary
watchdogs, managers and politicians are often driven by delusions and flawed egos. If
you want to understand the economy, you must put on the therapist's hat. Tomás Sedláček
and Oliver Tanzer put the patient economy on the couch and reveal to us surprising and
disturbing insights.

© Jochen Quast

Economists have tried for decades to explain the conundrums of the modern economy
applying logic and complex math. Yet the defects of our economy suffers from a host of
symptoms; our lives are based on rivalry and therefore yield manic and depressive economic cycles, insane compulsion for gambling on the financial markets, and kleptomanic
pursuits of profit. Thes things destabilize society and their causes must be laid open.

Quotes on The Economy of Good and Evil

Capitalism – Is There a Remedy or Is It a Hopeless Case?

»Sedláček shines a light on the twisted morals that are
buried under the economist‘s reams and reams of numbers.«

Romain Leick, Der Spiegel

Whoever really wants to understand the economy, must look at it
through therapeutic glasses.

»This book can be taken as a manifest of a new economic approach;
it is remarkably creative and full of ideas.«
Elisabeth von Thadden and Camillo von Müller, Die Zeit, January 2012

»This is a timely book for our time where economic
science is searching for its foundations. Sedláček manages to illuminate
the relevance of ancient writings.«
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Sales to Foreign Countries
The Economy of Good and Evil: China/Simplified Chinese (CS-Booky), Czech /
Slovakei (65. Pole), France (Eyrolles), Hungary (HVG), Italy (Garzanti Libri), Japan
(Toyo Keizai), Korea (BookHive), Mexico (Fondo de Cultura Económica), Netherlands
(Scriptum), Poland (EMKA), Romania (Publica), Slovenia (Družina), Taiwan (Streamer), Turkey (Is Bankasi Cultur), USA/UK (OUP)

Tomaš Sedláč ek
Oliver Tanzer
Lilith und die Dämonen
des Kapitals
Die Ökonomie auf
Freuds Couch
The Demons of Big Money
The Economy on Freud's
Couch
352 pages. Hardcover
Publication date:
September 2015

Tomaš Sedláč ek
was born in 1977; he
teaches at the Karl
University in Prague, is
chief economist of the
largest Czech bank and
member of the National
Economical Council in
Prague. In 2012 he was
awarded the German
Economic Book Prize for
his international bestseller
The Economy of Good
and Evil, which has been
translated into eleven
languages.
Oliver Tanzer
born in 1967, was an editor
at the Austrian publications
Der Standard and profil.
Now he is editor-in-chief
of the weekly Die Furche.
His journalistic experience
includes many years as
an ORF correspondent
at the European Union in
Brussels.

Wirtschaftswoche, February 2012
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ROLF DOBELLI
One-time
special edition
of both Spiegel
Bestseller books

Over one million sold German copies of The Art of Thinking Clearly and The Art of Acting
Smartly made these books top sellers in recent history. Now Hanser has united both volumes in one! Countless readers are enthusiastic about Rolf Dobelli's expert texts about the
most pernicious thinking errors that we commit continuously. Needless to say, everybody
wants to know how to avoid these errors.

© Christof Schürpf & Diogenes

In 104 chapters Dobelli points out
– Why it is good to close doors and dot forgot options
– Why we tend to overestimate our own knowledge
– Why too much information leads to poor decisions
This successful author provides the necessary tools. Rolf Dobelli advises us not to do
something stupid just because everybody else is doing it, and to learn from the mistakes
that others had the courtesy of making for us. We must think clearly and act smartly!

»A book that lives up to the notion of brain-adapted thinking.«
Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung

»Must we read this book? Of course! For it is incredibly entertaining
and gives a candid introduction to the way we think.«
Prof. Dr. H.c. Roland Berger, Founder and Honorary Chairman of Roland Berger Strategy Consultants

Sales to Foreign Countries
Foreign rights sold to more than 30 countries

Rolf Dobelli
Klar denken, klug handeln
104 Denkfehler und
Irrwege, die Sie besser
anderen überlassen
Think Clearly, Act Smartly
104 Fallacies and
Follies That You Had Better
Others Do
488 pages. Hardcover.
Special layout
Publication date:
Oktober 2015

Rolf Dobelli
is an entreapreneur and
writer and lives in Luzern,
Switzerland. He was born
in 1966, studied at the
University of St. Gallen,
and was the CEO of
various subsidiaries of the
Swissair group. He founded
ZURICH.MINDS, a community of global leaders in the
fields of science, culture,
and economics; and he
co-founded getAbstract, a
world leader of condensed
economic literature. His
novels are published at
Diogenes, and his nonfiction books are published
at Hanser.
Contact info:
www.dobelli.com

»A firework of insights! If you do not want to step into
thought traps you have to read this book.« Prof. Iris Bohnet, Harvard
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SOCIETY

LIAN E BE DNARZ • C H RI STOP H G I E SA

The ideas of the hotheads on the right have
percolated deeper into the center of the political
spectrum than one would like to believe. Their
language and arguments ever more remind us of
an age we thought we had overcome. We must
not merely be spectators to these despicable
machinations but we must actively oppose them!

© Carl Hanse Verlag/ © Giesa: Kasper Fuglsang

PEGIDA rallies in many cities, the rise of the political party AfD and bestselling successes of populists such as Thilo Sarrazin and Akif Pirinçci are obvious proof that it has
become accepted to openly stoke hatred against minorities.
The forces of the new Right are very successful using the cloak of citizenry and a presumably moderate diction to channel increasing hatred toward the weaker segments of
society. These self-proclaimed warriors for »political correctness« target foreigners,
homosexuals, Muslims and Jews, to name a few groups. Yet we are not condemned to
sit back and do nothing. The arguments of the right demagogues are weak and their
behavior is contradictory. In the final analysis there is not much left of the alleged civic
pretense. Liane Bednarz and Christoph Giesa are no lefties, and this makes their points
an even greater thorn in the side of the enemies of our open society. This book is an
unfettered look at the working of the Brown forces and it serves as an incentive to take
action.

This book reveals the strategies employed by the new right to
move into the center of public life.

»A very well-written, wise assessment which is
completely free of alarmism.«
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Katja Eßbach, NDR-Info, August 2015

It defends the ideal of citizenry that has no common ground with
the narrative of the populists.

Liane Bednarz
Christoph Giesa
Gefährliche Bürger
Die neue Rechte greift
nach der Mitte
Dangerous Citizens
The New Right Moves
to Occupy the Center
220 pages. Softcover
Publication date:
August 2015

Liane Bednarz
born 1974, is lawyer
and publicist. Numerous
publications in Tagespost,
Tagesspiegel, in Christ &
Welt/DIE ZEIT, European
and on the Authors Blogs
»Starke Meinungen« and
»CARTA«. In 2014 she
was awarded the Feuilleton
Price »Goldener Maulwurf«. She lives in Munich.
Christoph Giesa
born 1980, is publicist and
strategy advisor. His focus
is on social changes and
their impact on business
and politics. His latest publication was New Business
Order (together with Lena
Schiller), published by
Hanser 2014. He lives in
Hamburg.
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SOCIETY

Those who ardently long for their own child can be helped quite easily, irrespective of
their relationship status or circumstances. Modern reproductive medicine is now in a
position to help us fulfil our every desire.
Eva Maria Bachinger pleads a case for openly debating all the ethical and moral issues
surrounding reproductive medicine and IVF before liberalising our laws and casting all
our time-honoured taboos to the wind. Do we really all have a right to a child, or are we
just satisfying a consumer need — if we take for granted that we can buy anything, why
stop at children? Does it boil down to a question of commodification? Now that everything
is available to those who can afford it, where do we draw the line?

We have no right to children, but every child has rights from birth.
»Bachinger sets out an intelligent and compelling argument, warning us how important
it is not to implement technological advances just because we can without bearing in
mind the consequences. The possibilities of reproductive medicine have the potential
to fundamentally change the face of our society.« Daniela Remus, NDR info
»Eva Maria Bachinger is no right-wing reactionary, nor is she a church functionary.
She’s a woman of the world, a mountaineer, globetrotter and freelance journalist –
which is why it’s well worth taking her denouncement of unequivocal support of the
unfettered advance of reproductive medicine as little more than moral short-sightedness all the more seriously.« Michael Pawlik, Die Welt
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© Anna Beskova

Having children is no longer a lottery.
Science and medicine can address almost
every need, and pretty much everything can
now be calculated and controlled. But should
all these new possibilities be permitted?
Eva Maria Bachinger
Kind auf Bestellung
Children by Order
A plea for clearer
boundaries
Deuticke Verlag
256 pages Softcover
Publication date:
July 2015

Eva Maria Bachinger
was born in 1973. She was
active for many years in
anti-racism and refugee
rights issues, and studied
journalism at the Danube
University in Krems. She
has been working as a
journalist and writer since
2004; her previous books
include Die Integrationslüge (co-authored with Martin
Schenk, Deuticke 2012)
and Die besten Bergsteigerinnen der Welt (2010).

© Bernhard Huber

SOCIETY

One of the Most
Suspenseful Chapters of
Germany's Technological Tales

The rise of MP3 as the most cherished music format is a story of an innovation that challenged and revolutionized the hitherto successful business model of the music industry.
The MP3 technology was developed at the Fraunhofer Institute in Erlangen and is one of
the few instances of a German invention that has become world famous.
At the beginning of the last decade of the 20th century it was by no means obvious that
MP3 would put the music industry on its head. Back then here was no wide spread use
of personal computers, powerful processing and memory chips, sound cards, and small
gadgets that would facilitate the breakthrough. The big record labels were only focused
on selling CDs. To their consternation they couldn't but watch their old business model going to bits because they missed the opportunity of selling music through the increasingly
popular Internet. Franz Miller tells the moving story of an invention that was developed
for a different set of applications and of the people that put their mark on this fascinating
chapter of German ingenuity.

Franz Miller
Die mp3-Story
Eine deutsche Erfolgsgeschichte
The MP3-Story
A German Success Story
480 pages. Hardcover
Publication date:
August 2015

Franz Miller
Since 1988 he has been
an editor for science at the
Fraunhofer Institute. Since
1996 he is in charge of the
press office; additionally he
was head of public relations
from 2005 to 2012.
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POP U LAR SC I E NC E

SCIENCE BUSTERS

A Stellar Mixture of
Leading-Edge Science
and Humor

The Science Busters use their latest book to issue some serious advice. They declare that
space is no playground, planets are hard to find, where to sign on against extraterrestrial
bacteria, what a shooting star might think when encountering a human, how the universe
will end and who will be left cleaning up the mess when everything is over.

© Ingo PertramerIBüro ALBA

»Science Busters« has been a stage show and also a radio feature show on FM4 since
2007. In 2010 ORFeins put it on as a hugely popular TV show and, of course, there are
the accompanying books. The first volume If You Don't Know Anything You Must Believe
Everything was awarded »Most Favored Book of 2011.« The 2012 book Reading the Mind
Through Petting Snails was declared the Knowledge Book of 2013. Both titles became
bestsellers.
Contact info: www.sciencebusters.at and on Facebook

»A Magic Moment of Science!«

Jürgen Kaube, Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung

»The book is vivid, entertaining and reflects our knowledge
of the universe. It is an endless pleasure to read.«
Pascale Ehrenfreund, CEO of the »German Center for Air and Space Traffic«
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Science Busters
Werner Gruber
Heinz Oberhummer
Martin Puntigam
Das Universum ist
eine Scheißgegend
The Universe is a
Crappy Place
328 pages. Hardcover
with illustrations
Publication date:
September 2015

Werner Gruber
is an experimental- and
neurophysicist at the
University of Vienna and
author of the bestsellers
Incredibly Simple; Simply
Unbelievable and The Formula for Indulgence. He is
also the director of Vienna's
planetaria.
Heinz Oberhummer
professor emeritus for
nuclear and astrophysics
at the Vienna University of
Technology (TU), caused
an international star with his
work on the fine-tuning of
the universe. His book Can
it Possibly be Coincidence?
was voted science book of
the year 2009.
Martin Puntigam
is an award-winning comedian; he also contributes to
the broadcasts Ö1 and FM4
of the ORF radio station.
Contact info:
www.puntigam.at
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POP U LAR SC I E NC E

RUDOLF TASCHNER

Life – a Game! The
story of a Theory That
Changed the World.

© Oliver Indra

Life is a game when we follow mathematical rules. Our decisions can be calculated. The
largest benefit for all participants involved can be measured. Game theory came to prominence in economics, politics and culture in the 20th Century. The developers of games
used to be players in the Cold War. Without knowing it they laid the foundation for the
triumph of the homo economicus. In the beginning, game theory was anything but a
tool of the neo-liberal robber-knight. Instead, the developers strove to understand our
existence in mathematical terms. Bestselling author Rudolf Taschner tells the tale of
game theory. He walks us from the 17th Century, the time of Blaise Pascal, who invented
the theory of probability, to Ludwig Wittgenstein, who thought the world to be a play of
words, and finally to the present time of the global financial markets. This is a book of
mathematics as a quest for meaning, and it is written like a suspense novel.

Taschner walks us from the 17th Century through the Cold War to
the age of turbo capitalism.

»A Lucky Strike for Math.«

Erna Lackner, Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung

»The story of the theory of games has never been told in such an elegant and
entertaining way. Rudolf Taschner takes us on a journey of contemporary math from the times
of Mozart, through Vienna of the twenties and thirties to modern Princeton. He is
as much an artful educator as he is a storyteller.«

Anne-Catherine Simon, Die Presse

»In his account Taschner weaves in cameo apperances of the main actors and manages
to present dry history as fictitious ans suspenseful stories.«
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APA

Sales to Foreign Countries
Die Zahl die aus der Kälte kam: Korea (Yirang Books)

Rudolf Taschner
Die Mathematik
des Daseins
Eine kurze Geschichte
der Spieltheorie
The Mathematics of
Our Being
A Short History of the
Game Theory
240 pages. Hardcover
Publication date:
August 2015

Rudolf Taschner
was born in 1953 in Ternitz
and since 1977 he has
been a professor at the
Vienna University of Technology (TU). Together with
his wife and other colleagues Taschner founded
and runs »math.space,«
a series of events located
in the museum's quarter
in Vienna that presents
mathematics as a cultural
achievement. In 2004
Rudolf Taschner was elected »Scientist of the Year.«
In 2011 he was awarded
the Prize for People's
Education of the City of
Vienna. Lastly, in 2013 he
published the book The
Number That Came out of
the Cold. When Math Turns
into an Adventure.
Contact info:
www.rudolftaschner.at
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I Tell Tales, Therefore I Am – A Tour de Force
That Reveals What Makes Us Human

The instinct to tell stories is common to all of us. We maintain a constant narrative in our
heads of our ambitions and desires, of the whole of our lives. The narrative makes sense
of things and puts them into context; it grounds us in time and space. This does not only
hold true for the individual; whole groups of people create myths and weave their existence into tales.
There are many answers to the question of what makes us human. One could be that it
is our ability to reason or to cooperate with each other. Werner Siefer provides the proof
that it is the language and our story-telling gene that make us human. The author makes
a convincing case that a well-told tale can work on many levels; it can help us to overcome
a personal crisis and it can contribute to peace on earth.

Why the Best Storytellers in Evolution Win

»One of the secrets of the success of man is invented realities. Telling and listening to
stories creates a community that makes us strong. Our instinct to speak assures our
survival and is also fun. What a wonderful book!«
Ernst Peter Fischer –The author of The Enchantment of the World
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© Peter-Andreas Hassiepen

POP U LAR SC I E NC E

Werner Siefer
Der Erzählinstinkt
Warum das Gehirn Storys
erfindet
The Story-Telling Gene
Why our Brains Invent
Stories
256 pages. Hardcover
Publication date:
September 2015

Werner Siefer
has a degree in biology and
works at the science and
technology desk of the German weekly Focus. One
of his specialties is brain
research. He has 4 books
published at Campus, one
of them is the 2006 Spiegel
bestseller The Ego. How
We Invent Ourselves.

ECONOMY

© A. u. F. Sieren

Africa: The dark continent makes us think
of rickety boats full of refugees, bloody civil
wars, corrupt regimes, and now the Ebola
epidemic! But at the same time more and
more people go to Africa for work and to
take advantage of the opportunities that the
continent offers. How does all of this mesh?

Africa is developing at a fast clip: 6 of the ten fastest growing economies in the world are
in Africa. The sub-Saharan countries have grown by at least 6.5 percent in the past 10
years. The populations are young and continue to be better educated. In many centers,
such as Nairobi or Kapstadt, a prosperous and consumer-driven upper echelon of society
has emerged.
China has seen the signs on the wall and invests with eye-popping speed into the infrastructure of the continent. In the next couple of years alone it plans to invest 400 billion
Dollars. We have to act quickly if we do not want to miss the opportunities of the Africa
boom. If we don't act, others will!

»When we consume mass media we learn all about how Africans die, but we learn
nothing of how they live.« Henning Mankell
»This book is a must read.It does several things; it provides a new perspective of Africa
and lets us questions deeply rooted self-serving certitude of the West. It also provides
an understanding of China’s point of view.« Antje Korsmeier, Handelsblatt

Andreas Sieren
Frank Sieren
Der Afrika Boom
The Big Surprise of
the 21st Century
270 pages. Hardcover
Publication date:
March 2015

Frank Sieren
born in 1967, is a bestselling writer and one of
the leading China experts
in Germany. In his bestseller The China Shock he
researched the activities
of the Chinese in some
African countries. Mr.
Sieren's feature film for the
ZDF network, The Eternal
Lure of Oil – China's Grab
of Africa,was the first documentary that dealt with the
important issue of southsouth cooperation.
Andreas Sieren
was born in 1970 and has
lived over ten years in Africa; first in Botswana, now
in South Africa. He worked
for many years for the UN;
more recently he became
a free-lance journalist. His
reports are published in the
German WirtschaftsWoche,
the South-African Sunday
Times, in Asian periodicals
such as Singapore's Straits
Times and the Indian Business Standard.
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BAC K LI ST H I G H LI G HTS N O N - F I CTI O N
Lisa Nienhaus
Die Weltverbesserer. Grosse Denker der Wirtschaft, die unser Leben verändern
The Do-Gooders. Important Economic Minds Who Changed Our Lives
Hanser Verlag. 256 pages
Wealth and ruin, success and failure, avarice and happiness: the big questions of life are questions of economy.
This book offers explanations from the leading economic minds as to why there is money, credit, work, and taxes.
These voices started revolutions, predicted disasters, and fought for women's rights. They alleviated crises and
drove wedges between peoples.

Sales to Foreign Countries
Korea (YIDAB Publishing)

Wolfgang M. Heckl
Die Kultur der Reparatur
Don't throw it away – repair it
Hanser Verlag. 208 pages
Wolfgang Heckl is heading the movement of do-it-yourselfers. He shows us why repairing things makes us
happy, and he teaches us how to appreciate the things that we use every day. Once we start repairing things we
become less likely to mindlessly throw anything away
»Heckl's suggestions help us not to throw our future into the trash.« Ranga Yogeshwar
Sales to Foreign Countries
Korea (TinDrum Publishing LTD), Russian (MANN, IVANOV and FERBER)

Alfred Polgar
Marlene. Bild einer berühmten Zeitgenossin
Marlene. Portrait of an All-time Diva
Edited and with an afterword by Ulrich Weinzierl.
Paul Zsolnay Verlag. 160 pages
Originally written in 1937/38, first published in 2015, Alfred Polgar’s brief yet scintillating biography of Marlene
Dietrich. Alfred Polgar was an admirer of Marlene Dietrich from the mid-twenties onwards, long before the chorus girl and silent movie starlet became the Blue Angel and celebrated international star.
»It’s rare that a work of great literature can stand as such a significant historic testament, or that an important
historic document is penned with such literary panache.« Die Presse
Sales to Foreign Countries
Italy (Adelphi)

Klaus Werner-Lobo / Hans Weiss
Schwarzbuch Markenfirmen. Die Welt im Griff der Konzerne
Blackbook on Branded Companies. Our world in the grip of corporations
Deuticke Verlag. 336 pages. Softcover
Revised and updated edition of the international bestseller
Large corporations have one goal above all others: maximum profit. Decent working conditions, ethical principles and environmental protection are more often than not secondary concerns. Schwarzbuch Markenfirmen
remains a milestone of criticism on modern globalization. The machinations of corporations – and what we can
do to curb them. A must-read for the socially engaged consumer!
»This book will hardly fail to provoke a reaction. It attacks corporations at their most vulnerable point – their
reputation.« Der Spiegel
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PICTURE BOOKS

CLAUDIA SCHREIBER • YAYO KAWAMURA

Encourages kids to explore their
imagination and follow their dreams
With colourful and inventive illustrations

© Yayo Kawamura

An entertaining excursion into the world of childhood fantasy in which an enterprising
little girl with a vivid imagination holds sway over her very own kingdom. Beautifully illustrated by Yayo Kawamura.

You don’t need a crown
to be a queen – all it takes
is imagination!
1 C H I LDRE N‘S BO OKS
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What little girl hasn’t dreamed of being queen of the whole world? Luisa knows exactly
what she would do: stay up late – that goes without saying! Watch whatever she wants on
the TV and stuff herself silly with ice cream.
But though she loves being chaffeured in the open-top limousine and cheered by her loyal
subjects, Luisa doesn’t just think about herself. Children all over her kingdom are free to
jump around in muddy puddles or bounce on gigantic trampolines. They can have go-kart
races and try on all the most beautiful clothes in her palace. Luisa also regularly invites
her best friends, her favourite celebrities and the president to glitzy parties and firework
displays. And she lets all the friendly criminals go free. It really is a shame when her
mother comes home and puts an end to all the fun Luisa is having in front of the mirror!

Sales to Foreign Countries
Denmark (Lamberth)

Claudia Schreiber
Yayo Kawamura
Ich, Luisa, Königin
der ganzen Welt
I’m Luisa, Queen of
the Whole Wide World!
With colour illustrations
throughout
48 pages, Hardcover
Format: 21 x 27,7 cm
Age: 4 and up
Publication date:
September 2015

Claudia Schreiber
was born in 1958. Before
turning her hand to novels,
nonfiction and children‘s
books she was an editor,
reporter and presenter for
SWR and ZDF. Her texts
have been adapted for theatre, television and cinema.
Her debut children’s book
Sultan & Kotzbrocken was
published in 2004, and
its sequel Sultan & Kotzbrocken in einer Welt ohne
Kissen was published by
Hanser in 2014.
www.claudiaschreiber.de
Yayo Kawamura
was born in 1967 in Heilbronn and raised in Tokyo.
She has lived in Berlin
since 1989. After studying
communication design,
she went on to work as a
graphic designer. She has
designed numerous picture
books and developed
series for early readers.
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PICTURE BOOKS

HAN S TRAXLE R

Hans Traxler
Sofie mit dem großen Horn
Sofie and the Alphorn

© Hans Traxler

The surprising and funny story of Sofie, who would rather master the alphorn than carry
on playing second fiddle – or flute, to be precise!

Sofie’s life is not an easy one. All her family are talented flautists, but as the youngest
member she only ever gets to play the mini-flute. Yet in truth Sofie is more talented than
the lot of them. Even as a baby she could play five notes on her mother’s flute. By the age
of three she could play the traditional German folk song Cuckoo, Cuckoo flawlessly, and
at four she was able to play a flute sonata by ear. A child prodigy, they called her, but
still no one would give her a bigger flute. Then one day when she’s on holiday at her aunt
Gertrude’s in the mountains, Sofie discovers the biggest flute of all. And Alois can coax
the most wonderful sounds from it! The story of how Sophie manages to talk Alois into
teaching her to play the alphorn is as surprising and fascinating as it is funny.

A book about childish determination and the beauty of making music

Early practise

Winner of the Wilhelm Busch Prize, which will be presented to the author
on September 19, 2015

With full colour illustrations
throughout
32 pages, Hardcover
Format: 24 x 32 cm
From age: 5 and up
Publication date:
September 2015

Hans Traxler
born in 1929, co-founded
the satirical magazine
Titanic and the New
Frankfurt School. Hanser
children’s book section
has published his previous
books Komm, Emil wir
gehn heim (2004), Franz,
der Junge, der ein Murmeltier sein wollte (2009) and
Willi – Der Kater, der immer größer wurde (2014).

Narrated with tongue-in cheek humour and illustrated with loving detail

makes the

Master-flautist!
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PICTURE BOOKS

ROTRAUT SUSANNE BERNER

All children like to play – and every child would like to have Charlie as a playmate.
A versatile activity book for every day and every season.

This richly illustrated collection offers stories, poems, songs, recipes, ideas for games,
magic tricks, craft projects, gardening tips and interesting facts about plants and animals. Indoors and out, with mum or dad, grandparents, siblings or friends — there’s an
idea for every occasion here! In the spring, for example, there are songs to sing with
guitar chords for accompaniment. You can make origami swallows and get inspiration
for Easter decorations. There are similar suggestions for every season and all weathers,
and Little Charlie’s here with all the Bunny family for anyone who wants to join in the
sing-songs and the fun.

Fun and games for the whole family
Many practical suggestions

Here’s to a playful year,

Over 350,000 Little Charlie books sold
Exclusively new material and pictures

Rotraut Susanne Berner
Karlchen für jeden Tag –
Zum Singen und Machen,
zum Feiern und Lachen
The Everyday Charlie
Little Charlie all the year
through – packed with
activities, songs, celebration and laughter
With colour illustrations
throughout
128 pages, Hardcover
Format: 17 x 24 cm
From age: 3 and up
Publication date:
September 2015

Rotraut Susanne Berner
has designed, written and
illustrated numerous books
for children and adults. She
has received many awards,
including the German Prize
for Young Readers Literature lifetime award. There
are eleven volumes of Little
Charlie’s adventures.
www.rotrautsusanneberner.de
rsbuecher.blogspot.de

filled with all manner of fun and laughter!
With Little Charlie’s exciting ideas
for fun and games, every day
is a surefire adventure!
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CHILDREN‘S FICTION

FRANZ HOHLER • KATHRIN SCHÄRER

Franz Hohler
Kathrin Schärer
Die Nacht des Kometen
Night of the Comet

It’s the same every year – Jona and Mona can’t wait for their holiday in the mountains.
The shepherd tells the most amazing stories. But are they all true …?

© Kathrin Schärer

Set high in the mountains, the beautiful valley is the most amazing adventure playground
imaginable. Mona and Jona could spend forever playing by the stream, building cairns
and trying to make out the shapes of animals in the rocks of the striking cliff faces. Here’s
a stone with two humps that looks like a camel the two of them could ride! But there’s
something even more exciting in store – the night when a comet will pass really close to
the Earth. A legendary and mysterious night that Samuel the shepherd has told them all
about. Still, what really happens that night is something even the most gifted storyteller
couldn’t possibly dream up. But then they do say that truth is stranger than fiction …

It’s the summer holidays —
and Mona and Jona
are taking a very special trip:

time travel!
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An adventurous holiday tale recounted with
tongue-in-cheek humour

With colour
illustrations throughout
96 pages, Hardcover
Format: 16 x 24 cm
From age: 8 and up
Publication date:
September 2015

Franz Hohler
born in 1943, is one of the
great Swiss writers of our
time. His previous books
published by Hanser include
the picture books Der
Tanz in dem versunkenen
Dorf (2005, illustrated by
Reinhard Michl), Wenn ich
mir etwas wünschen könnte
(2008, illustrated by Rotraut
Susanne Berner), Das
große Buch – Geschichten
für Kinder (2009, illustrated
by Nikolaus Heidelbach)
and Es war einmal ein Igel
(2011, illustrated by Kathrin
Schärer).
www.franzhohler.ch
Kathrin Schärer
was born in 1969 and studied at the Basel College
of Fine Arts. She first collaborated with Franz Hohler
on his poetry book Es war
einmal ein Igel, published
by Hanser in 2011.
www.kathrinschaerer.ch
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CHILDREN‘S FICTION

FRIEDBERT STOHNER • HILDEGARD MÜLLER

Ponies are cute, some say. Others consider them self-willed and stubborn. Here’s the
lowdown from Gillian the Shetland pony – straight from the horse’s mouth!

© Hildegard Müller

They call Gillian Sweety — but there’s much more to her than that: »Us ponies are a wild,
hardy and beautiful breed«, says Gillian, whose grandmother once infamously unsaddled
a real English princess. Of course Gillian would never do a thing like that. She’s a specialist pony, ideal for beginners who are still a bit wobbly in the saddle. But you’d better
watch out if you get on the wrong side of her! Especially if you’re the sort of boy who turns
up thinking he’s Buffalo Bill, all tricked out in a cowboy hat and lasso. In that event she’ll
just trundle about in deliberately unhurried circles, remembering what her grandmother
told her all those years ago: with humans, you have to keep a firm hold on the reins to
make sure they know who’s in charge — and the best way to do that is to let them believe
it’s the other way round!

We’ve heard from the cat,
the dog and the hamster:

… now it’s the pony’s
turn to spill the beans!
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For all animal story lovers
More than 200 000 copies of Ich bin hier bloß die Katze
and Ich bin hier bloß der Hund sold to date

Friedbert Stohner
Hildegard Müller
Ich bin hier bloß das Pony
I’m Just the Pony
Round Here
With black and white
illustrations
136 pages, bound
Age: 8 years and up
Publication date: July 2015

Friedbert Stohner
was born in 1951. A writer
and editor, he lives near
Speyer. After studying
philosophy he embarked on
an academic career before
going on to hold executive
positions at various publishing houses specializing
in children‘s and young
people’s literature. In 1993
he co-founded Hanser’s
children’s book section, and
in 2014 Hanser published
his children’s book Ich bin
hier bloß der Hamster.
Hildegard Müller
born in 1957, has homes
in Mainz and on the North
Sea coast. She works as
an illustrator and designer.
She has already illustrated
Hanna Johansen’s Ich bin
hier bloß die Katze (2007),
Jutta Richter’s Ich bin hier
bloß der Hund (2011) and
Friedbert Stohner’s Ich bin
hier bloß der Hamster.
www.himue.de
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CHILDREN‘S FICTION

J UTTA RIC HTE R

To mark the award-winning author’s sixtieth birthday, Jutta Richter’s story about the
creation of the world is available in hardcover again at long last: a book for all those in
search of somewhere to call home.

© Jutta Richter

They’re sitting in Grandpa’s shed – a stray dog and the two children, Prince Neumann and
Lotta. The dog is telling a story, because he knows he’ll be rewarded with crispy chicken
skin and a warm corner of the shed to sleep. The dog is telling the story of G. Odd, the great
inventor, in whose garden he used to live. And about Lobkowitz, G. Odd’s closest friend.
»Nothing is impossible« was his motto, and G. Odd never tired of creating the world. But
then the two of them fought and G. Odd threw Lobkowitz out of his garden even though
they’d been the best of friends. Clearly Lotta and Prince Neumann have to take action …

A modern take on the history of creation told in a gripping and
accessible manner for young readers
A classic book from the multiple award-winning author

»A little book about the happiness
and misery in the world. A literal
godsend for readers of all ages!«
Reinhard Osteroth, Die Zeit
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Jutta Richter
Der Hund mit dem gelben
Herzen oder Die Geschichte
vom Gegenteil
The Dog with the Yellow
Heart – A tale of opposites
With black and white
illustrations by Susanne
Janssen
112 pages, Hardcover
From age: 8 and up
Publication date:
August 2015

Jutta Richter
was born in 1955 and
lives in a river castle in the
Munsterland region. Her
many awards include the
German Prize for Young
Readers Literature. Hanser
has published most of her
books, most recently Ich
bin hier bloß der Hund and
Abends will ich schlafen
gehen (illustrated
by Aljoscha Blau).
www.juttarichter.de

Sales to Foreign Countries
France (La Joie de Lire), Italy (Beisler Editore), Spain (Pearson Education), Japan
(Saela Shobo)
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Y O U N G A D U LT S F I C T I O N

© Peter Hassiepen

A 16-year old girl falls under the
spell of a group of Finnish neo-Nazis.
A soundly researched, engrossing
thriller on a highly topical subject.
Elisabeth Zöller
F. E. A. R.

How she came to fall in love with Joonas is something Clara doesn’t really know for sure.
He was just there one day at the right moment, taking an interest in her. He was goodlooking and confident, obviously the sort no one would mess with. What’s more his worldview was perfect for shocking her hypocritical mother – though it shocked her too, if she
was honest.

© pixabay.com

She didn’t realise how serious he was about this new Finnish army of his. And now here
she is, trapped in Finland, trying to explain to the police what kind of group it is that’s
roaming the woods with hunting rifles, burning down houses. The police want her to write a report betraying Joonas. Clara needs to play for time and keep this sinister policeman
off her back until Joonas comes to rescue her like he promised.

He Can’t be a Nazi –
I Love Him so!

350 pages, Hardcover
From age: 14 and up
Publication date:
August 2015

Elisabeth Zöller
is one of Germany’s best
known and most successful
authors of books for children and young readers. Her
novel Schwarzer Wolf, Skin
(published by Thienemann
under the pseudonym
Marie Hagemann in 1993)
caused a sensation and is
still considered the definitive work on the topic. Her
book Anna rennt won the
Catholic Youth Book Prize,
and Anton oder die Zeit des
unwerten Lebens won the
Gustav Heinemann Peace
Prize. Hanser has also
published her novels Wir
tanzen nicht nach Führers
Pfeife (2012), Das Monophon (2013) and Der Krieg
ist ein Menschenfresser
(2014).
www.elisabeth-zoeller.de

burning issue:
the radicalisation of adolescents

A gripping novel on a
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